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What is E-Verify?

 Internet-based system run by Department of

Homeland Security (DHS) with databases from

DHS and Social Security Administration, which

allows employers to verify employment eligibility

of new hires,within seconds;

 E-Verify is voluntary, except if required by state

law or one is an applicable federal contractor;

 E-Verify may only be used for new hires; and

 Employers must post E-Verify notices.

The Basics

 Complete I-9 form and enter I-9 data into E-Verify; 

 If verified, employer receives confirmation number 
& document, which should be attached to I-9 form;

 If not verified, employer will receive a “Notice of 
Tentative Non-Confirmation” (TNC);

 Employer must notify employee of TNC and offer 
employee an opportunity to contest;

 If not contested, employer should immediately 
discharge employee;
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The Basics (cont’d) 

 If employee contests TNC, employer
prohibited from immediately discharging or
disciplining employee unless employer obtains
other knowledge of unauthorized status; and

 If employee contests TNC, employer must
refer employee to SSA or DHS and employee
must contact SSA or DHS within 8 business
days. Employer should contact agency within
8 to 10 business days after referral to receive
authorization, final non-confirmation, DHS
TNC or updated status.

The Basics (cont’d) 

 If employer receives final non-confirmation, 
employee not authorized to work;

 Employer should terminate employee or will 
be subject to penalties for employing 
undocumented worker;

 Also, if don’t terminate employee, there are 
potential fines of $550 to $1,100 per instance 
of failure to notify DHS of employing 
unauthorized worker.

Basics of  2012 Tennessee Lawful 

Employment Act (TLEA)

• Employers may enroll and use E-Verify for newly-
hired employees, or they may accept, copy and
retain one of the following:

 State-issued driver’s license or photo ID;

 Either Tennessee or other state equivalent requirements

 Unexpired permanent resident or work authorization card;

 Birth certificate;

 Certificate of Naturalization;

 Unexpired U.S. passport;

 U.S. citizen identification card; and a few others.
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Amended TLEA

 In 2016 legislative session, TLEA was

amended:

◦ Employers with 50 or more employees

must use E-Verify for newly-hired

employees;

 New law is effective on January 1, 2017;

 The old law still exists for employers with

6 to 49 employees, who are hiring new

employees.

Amended TLEA (cont’d)

 Another important amendment to

the TLEA is that it strengthens the

penalties so that an employer faces a

fine of $500 per day if it fails to

remedy its E-Verify violation within 45

days of the state’s order.

TLEA Penalties

 The existing penalties continue in effect:

 First offense - $500 penalty + $500 per

unverified employee or copy of documentation

not maintained;

 Second offense - $1,000 penalty + $1,000 per

employee not verified or copy of documentation

not maintained; and

 Third offense - $2,500 penalty + $2,500 per

employee not verified or copy of documentation

not maintained.

 The same penalties apply to non-employees.
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TLEA Covers 

Non-Employees

 If employer contracts with individual/non-
employee, it must request and maintain
copy of one of specified documents, such as
state-issued driver’s license or identification;

◦ Non-employee defined as any individual, other
than an employee, paid directly by employer in
exchange for the individual’s services;

 Subcontractor, who is not an individual, is
not covered by this provision under the
definition of non-employee.

Employer Issues with E-Verify

 Employers who learn that they

inadvertently failed to create case by 3d

business day after employee starts work

for pay (1st day of employment in

exchange for wages) should bring

themselves into compliance immediately by

creating case for employee;

 Employers should not use to re-verify

employment authorization of existing

employee;

Employer Issues with E-Verify (cont’d)

 E-Verify has special rules if employer rehires employee,

who previously provided U.S. Passport/Card, green card,

Driver’s License or State ID and document is now

expired.There are 2 options:

◦ If never created a case in E-Verify for the employee,

employer must have employee complete new I-9 form

and create case in E-Verify.

◦ If you previously created case in E-Verify for rehired

employee and received employment authorized,

complete Section 3 of the employee’s previous I-9

form and do not create new case for employee in E-

Verify. Alternatively, employer may choose to complete

new I-9 form and create case for employee in E-Verify.
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Cons of E-Verify (cont’d) 

• Monitoring & Compliance (M&C) Branch of

USCIS is now “mining” data from E-Verify, and if it

determines the I-9 forms for LPRs have a large

percentage of green cards as their documentation,

it sends noncompliance letters to employers;

 If M&C determines the employer is “out of line,”

it will make a referral to Office of Special Counsel

for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment

Practices (OSC);

 Creates additional work for HR department; &

 Government has more oversight of company.

Increased Penalties for Violations of IRCA

 Effective August 1, 2016, the penalties 

under IRCA have significantly increased for 

violations from November 1, 2015 

forward;

 Increased from $110-$1100 to $216 -

$2,156 per I-9 form for 1st offense 

(depending on % of violations) for 

substantive or uncorrected technical 

violations (paperwork violations); 

Increased Penalties for Violations (cont’d)

 Increased from $375 - $16,500 to $539 -

$21,563 for each unauthorized worker  

(depending on first offense or subsequent 

offenses).

 $445 to $17,816 for discriminating against 

an employee because of citizenship status.

 $178 to $1,782 for document abuse.

 $445 to $8,908 for document fraud.
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ICE’s Penalties

• Between 2014-2016, OCAHO and/or ICE
assessed these penalties:

Broetje Orchards - $2.25 million

Hartmann Studio - $605,000

Durable, Inc. - $330,000

M&D Masonry - $228,000

Golden Employment Group - $207,000

ESSG II - $226,000 – vacated by 5th Cir. Ct. of Appeals

Meaning of Increased Penalties

 So what does this mean to employers 

besides greater liability for immigration-

related violations? 

 Importance of an internal I-9 audit to 

locate and correct errors before ICE 

and/or OSC come knocking on your door. 

If the potential liability for an employer is 

going to drastically increase, then 

employers should be more willing to 

engage in internal I-9 audits. 

Meaning of Increased Penalties

 Will the increase in penalties for knowingly

employing undocumented workers result in

employers employing less undocumented

workers?

◦ This seems uncertain as the penalties for a first

offense for this violation is only increasing by

about 25%, which may not deter employers.

◦ On the other hand, the maximum penalty of

$17,816 for three or more violations in

knowingly employing undocumented workers

may be enough to act as a deterrent.
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Meaning of Increased Penalties

 There may be significantly more litigation

since historically OCAHO reduces the

penalties by between 30 and 45% from the

penalties assessed by ICE.

 More litigation before OCAHO will put a

great strain on OCAHO as they do not

currently have any permanent ALJs. This

will likely lead to a lengthier period

between the issuance of a Complaint and a

decision.
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